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INTRODUCTION

A DIFFERENT KIND OF INSTITUTE FOR TEACHER TRAINING

The school year 1967-68 saw a unique approach to teacher training
supported by an NDEA Title XI grant from the United States Office of
Education. The Institute was designed to test the efficiency and
efficacy of training teachers in early childhood education methods
by the means of filmed, written, and videotaped learning episodes.
The Institute functioned within the Institute for Child Study at
Coiorado State College in Greeley, Colorado.1 The Institute tested
the use of microtraining techniques for remotely supervised instruction
within the familiar context of the trainee's own classroom environment.

Titled "Remote TActining FOA Ecutly Chit.dhood Educatot6," the
Institute was debigned to train teachers and aides in the (previously
validated) early childhood ,!ducation curriculum and procedures of the
New Nursery School Research Project, Colorado State College, Greeley,
Colorado.

THE INSTITUTI1 IDEA: A NEW APPROACH

The Remote Teacher Training Institute emerged to answer a question
and to solve a problem. The question: "Why not tItain teacheA6 in
theit home zehooa?" The problem: "How could it be done?" This is
a problem which requires the availability of many tools and methods
in one spot and needs a versatile and creative approach.

By building on the experimental efforts of microteaching at Stanford
University and his personal involvement with the Experimental Program
in Teacher Education (Ford Foundation) and the Rocky Mountain
Educational Laboratory's program (ESEA Title IV) to improve inservice
teacher education, Meier believed that he had a partial answer to the
questinn and a start toward solving the problem. In addition co his
work with the Experimental Program in Teacher Education and the Rocky
Mountain Educational Laboratory, Meier also was an associate director
of the New Nursery School Research Project in Greeley. Consultation
with Glen Nimnicht (founder of the New Nursery School and current
program director at the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development, Oralie McAfee (supervising teacher of the New Nursery
School, and Gerald Brudenell (a graduate student in psychology at
Colorado State College) made the plan seem feasible.

The need for effective training of teachers of early childhood
education is an essential one and also one in which the New Nursery

1
Maier originated, proposed, and negotiated the Institute grant and provided

continuing input as project originator and part-time director. Gerald Brudenell

served as associate director and was responsible for directing the project's

implementation.
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School and Colorado State College had been actively engaged for two
years as a training institution for Head Start teachers. From this
need, coupled with the aforementioned expertise, an answer to the
question emerged: Combine the New Nursery School methods and
curriculum with filmed and televised microtraining methods.

The institute plan was designed to test the proposition that it
is possible to train teachers and aides by remote techniques at long
distances for an extended period of time.1 Let's investigate the
separate conditions laid out in this definition of the purpose of the
the Institute.

REMOTE TECHNIQUES

The distinguishing element of the remote techniques used in this
project is the visual image. How can the visual image be transported
for great distances? The most logical answer is transmission by
television, not by the conventional commercial or educational TV

transmission. The
Institute strategy was
different -- and it is
described below.
Another visual method
of teacher training is
for trainees to observe
actual classroom
situations, the
trainees were widely
scattered across the
nation and could not
be brought to Greeley
for training every two
weeks or so. The
strategy devised was to
make five-minute films
of specific learning
episodes, add written
descriptions of the
filmed episodes plus
three other episodes

Distances are obstacles to educational change aimed at achieving the
in the great opea areas of the West. same learning objectives,

and perform the logistics
task via mail. Thus, films, written materials, and portable video-
taping equipment were .chosen to span the distances.

1The Institute plan developed at Colorado State College was field tested in

California. The Far West Laboracory for Educational Research and Development
(Berkeley), with funds from the Office of Economic Opportunity, selected and
trained sixty teachers and aides from five California counties: Monterey, Santa
Clara, Tulare, Kings, and Fresno. A. report of this project, directed by Glen
Nimnicht, is presently being compiled.
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LONG DISTANCES

The long distances between the institute center (Greeley,
Colorado) and the
training sites posed
numerous problems.
However, the problem
was self-imposed --
this, in fact, was
one of the components
of the Institute
design to be tested:
training teachers in
widely-scattered
locations.

iiirsosoom'w.:11*Pir

Portable videotaping equipment enabled staff and
trainees, though separated by long distances, to
observe and critique recorded lessons.

1. Boulder Valley Public Schools
(Colorado)

2. Chattanooga Public Schools
(Tennessee)

3. Crow Indian Reservation (Montana)
4. Pine Ridge Oglala Sioux Indian

Reservation (South Dakota)
5. Salt Lake City Public Schools (Utah)
6. Sumter Pre-Primary Schools (South Carolina)
7. Fort Berthold Reservation (North Dakota) 6



AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME

Most NDEA Teacher Training Institutes are neatly packed intt,
five-, ten-, or twelve-week sessions. In contrast, the Remote
Teacher Trainina Institute was designed to extend for the duration
of a regular school year. The basic rationale for the longer time
period was that a more significant and lasting change in teacher
attitude and behavior could be effected by working with teachers in
their own environment, within the framework of the local classroom
and for a prolonged period of time.

The Institute was therefore designed to meet certain local,
regional, and national educational priorities:

1. A group of teachers, diverse in experience (0 to 30+ years
as teacher), age (18-63) , position (teacher or aide), and
level of education (high school dropout to graduate students
working toward a doctorate), received inservice education
for college credit.

2. Trainees were teachers and aides of disadvantaged young
children in programs such as Follow Through.

3. Teachers, who are often not exposed to alternative curricula
and new media, explored educational innovation under
supervision in their own classrooms. In addition, trainees
assisted in developing new ideas.

4. Inservice training continued for a nine-month period.
5. Course conduct responded to Zocal personnel and program

needs.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the total training program were developed by
assessing the potential of the unique teacher training method. While
there were numerous other objectives during the duration of the
Institute, the following program objectives were judged to be crucial:

1. To test on a limited basis a novel inservice teacher training
model for possible widespread implementation ia such programs
as Follow Through, Head Start, and E.S.E.A. Titles 1 an:1 III.

2. To train approximately one hundred teachers to better
accomplish four major objectives in early childhood ed,,a(:ation.

3. To further develop, implement, evaluate, and refine thu
curricula which have been prepared for this project.

4. To compare the relative efficacy of this approach with other
more traditional training programs.

In addition, specific objectives for the course content were
developed:

1. To allow each trainee to work at her own rate.
2. To provide a staff which was responsive to trainee needs,

promoting the establishment of a responsive classroom by each
trainee.



3. To promote for each trainee an inservice training program
that was continuing, thereby insuring distributive practice
and better retention of new knowledge and skills. \

4. To encourage trainees to freely explore other alternatives
in modifying learning episodes to meet individual learner
needs.

RATIONALE OF MICROTRAINING

Basic to the Institute strategy for teacher training was the use
of portable videotaping equipment. Although the content of the course
was most important to the Institute's success, the method for allowing
the trainees to practice their lesson and to receive personal and
staff criticism relied on the use of videotape methods to span the
geography. The use of videotape recording in training has a firm
basis of psychological principles and educational rationale.

While the microteaching technique and the application of video-
taping procedures to the technique are only relatively new in teacher
training, the use of the technique, materials, and procedures have
a new format for their application in the Remote Teacher Training
Institute described in this report. Meier (1968) described and
discussed some relevent methods and concepts in a recent article.
Excerpts from that article are included in the following paragraphs.

Meier defines microteaching

a4 a 4cated-down 4ampte o4 teaching. The tem) "micto" not
onty denotes the teduction in te4/!on and cta44 4ize but at4o adds
the scientiSic connotation o4 ptecision, in the 4en4e that
mictoteaching, by honing down the edge o4 ob4etvation to a .6ine-
cutting ptoce44, enabte4 an objective quantitative and quatitative
anaty4i4 o6 the tecotded behaviot. Mictoteaching is e44entiatty
an oppottunity dot eithet pte4etvice ot in-4etvice teachet4 to
develop and imptove theit pedagogica skiLes with a 4matt gtoup
o4.pupit4 (3 to 7) by mean4 o4 btie4 (3- to 7-minute) 4ingte-
concept te44on4, which ate tecotded on videotape dot teviewing,
te4ponding, te4ining, and teteaching. An e4Sott is made to anatyze
the many a4pect4 o4 a teachee4 pet4otmance, to 6ettet out tho4e
most amenabte to change, and to concenttate on theit. penSection
one at a time. (p. 146).

Employing modern technology in the familiar microteaching is a
new technique. Meier describes this application:

The mo4t dtamatic component in the typicat mictottaLning
ptoce44 i4 the emptoyment o4 the new medium oS videotape tecotding
Sot optima and immediate 4eedback o4 the ttaining pet4omance.
The tapidty expanding u4e o4 thi4 new medium (made po44ibte by

1Meier, John, "Rationale for and Application of Microtraining To Improve

Teaching," The Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. XIX, No. 2, Summer,

1968, pp. 145-157.
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the advent o6 poAtabZe, AeZiabZe, simpZe, and net,!.th

pensive 6Aom $1,500 to $3,500 videotape AecoAding sys-c(fms)
gteatZy augments the e66icacy qnd accuAacy o6 thk' anatyst, o6
the teaching pAocess thnough the instant and Aepeated obseAvation
o6 any given teaching-ZeaAning inteAaction. (p. 148)

Several learning theory commonalities are related to the micro-
training process using videotaping. The last three of these common-
alities are particularly fundamental to the Remote Teachcr
Institute. KnowZedge and in6onmation about peqoAmance a4:ds the ZeaA.neA.

This is probably the most outstanding aspect of the use of the instant
replay capabilities of videotape recording; it is related to another
commonality, namely, that tAan46eA wite be betteA. i6 the ZeaAneA sees
the AeZationships him4e-C.6.

No matter what learning theory one subscribes to, microteaching
meets the important requirements of the theory. The learner receives
immediate feedback regarding his observable behavior enabling him to
achieve the gestalt of his performance. And the trainee, because he
is quickly informed of his behavior, can avoid establishirg habits of
undesirable classroom behaviors.

The final commonality, that spaced distAibutive AecaLes ane
advantageous, suggests that the learning and maintenance of a skill

are best accomplished by the microteaching process over a period of
time, a prime feature of the Remote TeacIler Training Institute.

PROGRAM OPERATION

TRAINEES

Mary Barrett is a Head Start teacher. She teaches approximately
15 white English-speaking children in a rural setting. At 35 yearr
of age she is married and has taught for several years. During
1967-68, she enrolled in an NDEA Title XI Institute as a graduate
student not as concerned about applying the credit toward a degree
as applying them toward state certification requirements.

The above composite profile represents the typical trainee, but
does not adequately reflect trainee divergence. Differences of age
and experience defy stereotyping: Age varied from 18 to 63 years;
experience ran from none to over 30 years. Teachers (74 in number)
graduate students (totaling 67) , Head Start programs (in 5 of 7
areas) , rural settings (4 of 7 areas) , Anglo trainees (52 in number),
and Anglo learners (over 600 of 1,456 reported) wen
but other groups were represented. Aides (totaling 27) and numerous
other persons such as administrators, bus drivers, custodians,
parents, and cooks were also affected. Undergraduates ranged from
recently acquired GED's (high school equivalency) to nearly
completed bachelor's degrees. (Graduate students, incidentally,
included two working toward a doctorate.) Follow Through and ESEA
Title I and Title III programs were affected; small town and urban
settings were involved; trainees included Indians (33 in all),
Negroes (20), and Spanish-American (4). Learners were also Indian
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(421) , Negro (279), Spanish-American (123), and Oriental (1). Table
summarizes the distribution of trainees. The following sections

detail the selection and orientation of trainees.

TABLE I

CENTER
Total
Trainees

16

Teachers

13

Aides

3

Federal
Program No.

Follow Through 5

Head Start 2

ESEA Title I 9

State

Colorado
Boulder Valley
Schools

Chattanooga Follow Through 9

Public Schools 15 15 0 Head Start 6 Tennessee

Sumter Pre-Primary South

Schools 16 7 9 ESEA: Title III 16 Carolina

Salt Lake City Follow Through

Schools 15 15 0 ESEA: Title I 10.;2 Utah

Oglala Sioux South

Reservation 16 9 Head Start 16 Dakota

Crow
Reservation 13 9 4 Head Start 13 Montana

Fort Berthold North

Reservation 10* 6 4 Head Start 10 Dakota

TOTALS 101* 74 27 Follow Through 1812

Head Start 47

ESEA: Title I 191.

ESEA: Title III 15

*An additional five trainees (four aides and one teacher) received written and

filmed materials and critiquing services, but were not en:olled for credit at

Colorado State College. This inservice program was mutually planned and funded

by the NDEA (Title XI) Institute, the Fort Berthold Community Action Program,

and the Indian Community Action Program (University of South Dakota).

SELECTION

Areas were first selected from those program applicants who
expressed interest in participating in a unique training model. Six
areas were selected on a "first come, first serve" basis: Boulder
Valley Public Schools, (Colorado) , Chattanooga Public Schools
(Tennessee), Crow Indian Reservation (Montana), Pine Ridge Oglala
Sioux Indian Reservation (South Dakota) , Salt Lake City Public Schools
(Utah), and Sumter Pre-Primary Schools (South Carolina). In these
learning centers, 15 to 17 teachers and aides were identified by local
project administrators and Greeley staff to participate in this contin-
uing inservice training program. Head Start personnel from Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation were later added to the program through
cooperative support from this Title XI Institute, the Indian Community
Action Project at the University of South Dakota, and Fort Berthold
Community Action Program. In all, over 100 trainees were directly
affected by the program with secondary effects reaching many others.

Chart I illustrates primary and secondary effects of the Institute.

10



5 admin- I

istrators

1 at least 64 j

I 1553 1

CHART I

Numbers of Persons Receiving Primary and Secondary
Benefits from This NDEA Title XI Institute

INSTITUTE STAFF
selected seven trainin centers in..

IColorado

12

trainees

169 i

[learners]

I

1

1

2

commun-
ities

181

ersons

Montana

11
trainees

Utah
I South
Dakota

WHEREIN. .

INorth I

Dakota Tennessee

1 15 13 14 11

trainees trainees
1

trainees traineesj

PROVIDED LEARNING 'EPISODE EXPERIENCES FOR APPROXIMATELY...

153
learners

I 403 I

learners.]
173

learners
113

learners
181

I learners

6

commun-
10

neighbor
5

commun-
5

commun-
5

neighbor-
ities hoods ities ities hoods

164

ersons

DIRECTLY BENEFITTING AT LEAST..I.

418
ersons

191
persons

FOR A TOTAL OF..

I4 admin-
istratort

2 other
aides

South
Carolina

16

trainees

200
learners

3

neighbor
hoods

192

ersons
216

ersons

1489 Persons
RECEIVING INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

Known to be Receiving secondary benefits were

1 admin-
istrato

1 nurse

13 admin-
istrator

1 cook

6 busdrivers

3 custodians '%\ss

FOR A TOTAL OF..

3 admin-
istrators

1 nurse

5 busdrivers

3 admin-
istrators

5 other I

teachers,

aides

5 busdrivers

arents

32 administrators
7 other teachers

and aides
2 nurses
1 cook

16 busdrivers
3 custodians
3 parents

PrimaryI 14891 and secondary 64

or
additional persons
involved, at least
occasionally, in the
training program.

3 admin-
istrators ,

benefits of this program affected

11
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ORIENTATION

As descriptive brochures and first training units were being pre-
pared and individual trainees were being selected during the summer of
1967, an orientation program was planned. This orientation was initially
slated as two one-week sessions in Greeley with about half of the
trainees attending each of the sessions. Each trainee attending receoved
thirty hours (five six-hour days) of concentrated instruction.

The primary topics presented in the sessions were as follows:

1. The rationale for the responsive environment approach to
early childhood education.

2. General classroom procedures used in an autotelic responsive
environment.

3. The effects of environmental deprivation on child growth and
development - psychological, anthropological, and sociological
viewpoints.

4. The learning experiences young children need to overcome
environmental deprivation.

5. The operation of the videotape recorder.

6. Critiquing and the use of related response instruments to
provide two-way feedback information.

The first of the sixteen instructional units was used as an example
during the Greeley in-house training session in August. However, be-

cause of uncertainties regarding
some of the sites and partici-
pants, all of the orientation
sessions were videotaped. A
change in orienting procedures
then became necessary. Instead
of bringing the rest of the
trainees to Greeley, the
associate director of the
Institute went to each training
site and presented a two-day

wow, orientation using selected seg-
, ments of the videotaped portions

of the initial training sessions.
In addition, the on-site partic-
ipants were able to confer with
their colleagues who had attended

the in-house session. Taking the orientation to the training sites
appeared preferable since the associate director was able to acquaint
himself with the local situation and environment, and the trainees felt
more secure in approaching the totally new curriculum, methods, and
training strategy in their home setting. A conference in Greeley would
have been desirable to better acquaint the trainee with the New Nursery
School program and has been planned for future projects.

On-Site orientation and training was
conducted through use of videotaped
talks, demonstrations, and discussion.

THE TRAINING STRATEGY

APPLICATION OF MICROTRAINING

The mechanics of the training are relatively simple to follow. Each
of the sixteen training units contains four learning episodes. These

12



sixty-four learning episodes were designed around the affective and
cognitive objectives of the New Nursery School program:

Affective:

To develop a positive
self-concept

Cognitive:

To increase sensory
and perceptual acuity,

To improve language
skills, and

To improve problem-
solving and concept
formation abilities.

Each of the individual
training units - or packagez -
included interrelated experiences
presented via a variety of media.

Trainees tried out learning episodes
before presenting them to learners.

Trainees often' worked together to discuss
and develop their lessons. Trainees observed
for critical moments in their classrooms to
respond meaningfully to a learner's interest
in specific learning materials.

1. A rationale for the unit
and its relationship to
other units;

2. Four learning episodes
which relate to the unit
objective;

3. A brief 16mm color sound
film of a model teacher or
aide demonstrating one of
the learning episodes in
actual classroom practice;

4. Written procedures for
viewing the film and relat-
ing it to unit;

5. A videotape on which each
trainee records selected
learning episodes; and

6. Critiquing instruments which encourage descriptive observation
and allow self-evaluation.

Unit instructions told each trainee to participate in the experi-
ences along with the learner. A sequence for such an experience was
suggested as follows:

1. CONTENT: Prepare to teach and learn.

a. Read the written material that explains the rationale of
the training unit as well as the four learning episodes
within it.

b. View the filmed example demonstrating the use of at least
one of the episodes.

c. Prepare (acquire) needed materials.

d. Try each of the episodes alone to become familiar with
lessons, materials and procedures.

13



7.1.11/Gleqn Tfil...

2. PROCFSS: Teach and learn; experience the 5 R's of microteaching.

a. Record:

b. Review:

The teacher videotapes herself teaching a three-
to seven-minute learning episode.

The teacher plays the \,deotape, observing the
lesson's strengths and needs.

c. Respond: The teacher (and possibly other designated
observers) acknowledges the lesson's strengths
and needs.

d. Refine: The teacher incorporates only one or two recom-
mended changes in a restructuring of the learning
episode, assuring greater success in the attempt
at improved teaching.

e. Reteach: The teacher videotapes herself teaching the
refined learning episode.

Since the trainees also used the feedback services at Colorado
State College, each mailed the completed critiquing instrument and
videotape recording of the microlesson to Greeley. A staff member
at the NDEA Institute center in Greeley viewed the videotape and
prepared a critique using the same critiquing format as the trainee
These responses were returned to the trainee along with the tape,so
that the submitted attempt could be reviewed and compared with the
critique. That same tape was then used for recording subsequent
lessons.

Trainees typically taped the one learning episode of the four
which was also included as a 16mm film. Exceptions among the six-
teen training units were the third (the suggested Language Master was
available to only 41 per cent of the responding trainees), the sixth
(approximately the same number of trainees found the episode Al as
valuable as the filmed episode C) , the tenth (an equal number - 22 -
of trainees found materials for episode A and D either more accessible
or more attractive than the filmed episode B).

r

111111t-.

eta
miry

Videotaped lessons were
usually less than five minutes
in length. Critiquers found
that videotapes longer than
three minutes yet less than
five minutes were most easily
described and studied.

Trainees shared learning episodes
and materials with other (non-
trainee) staff at the Local
site.

LEARNING STYLES

Given the freedom to complete lessons at their own choice, train-
ees worked at varying rates. From records kept by Greeley staff of

when training materials were sent and returned, three typical comple-
tion modes emerged: "steady;" "sporadic;" and "crammed." Seventeen per
cent (17%) of the trainees maintained a regular schedule by submitting
tnped and written lessons commensurate with the issuing of training

1

-Each training mlit contained four learning episodes, labeled A, B, C and D.
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units; forty-two per cent (42%) of the trainees submitted lessons
irregularly in "bunches" of three to six episodes at a time spread
throughout the year; another forty-one per cent (41%) - the "crammers"
- submitted their lessons in the final two months of the Institute.
Most trainees shared a common obstacle: it was difficult to get started.

EQUIPMENT

Written materials are often insufficient in teacher training. When
the training units provide visual as well as auditory experience,
another dimension of reality is added. Educational technology facili-
tated this addition of reality. The color sound 16mm films of selected
learning episodes and videotapes required projectors, tape recorders,
and television cameras which were new to many trainees. Telelectures
required temporarily-installed equipment that was also new, but gener-
ally not operated by trainees.

In addition, to the videotape recorder, a special kind of audio
tape recorder, the Language Master, was demonstrated (and its use
encouraged) in the Institute.

Film projectors were common and accessible to trainees in four
of the seven areas. The three Indian reservations had classrooms
which were often far from central offices. Trainees in these areas
drove as many as 140 miles to view filmed episodes before videotaping
a lesson. Urban centers usually had a projector in each school
building, but it was often in use by other teachers. Where classrooms
or projects did not have film projectors, equipment was borrowed
from another agency such as a church.

The television equipment was rented by the Institute for six
areas. The seventh area (Fort Berthold) bought its own set of video-
taping equipment. Each area was responsible for scheduling and
transporting the equipment between the trainee's classrooms. Bus
drivers, community aides, administrators, and trainee's husbands were
among those who moved equipment around an area. Trainees found it
difficult to share one set of videotaping equipment with 14 to 16
other trainees. Thus, most areas bought (Chattanooga, Sumter) or
rented (Boulder, Crow, Salt Lake City) at least one additional set.

Operation of the closed circuit television equipment varied from
a trainee's doing everything to a trainee's doing nothing with regard
to the mechanical aspects of videotaping an episode. Some trainees
typically handled the entire operation of setting up, adjusting, and
turning on the videocorder and camera to turning off the equipment at
the completion of the lesson; however, most trainees usually had some-
one else do the recording. One project administrator concerned about
the equipment's remaining in good condition was present at all tapings
and operated the equipment. Nevertheless, the set at this location had
a maintenance record similar to that of the other areas.

Television equipment maintance was a greater expense than antici-
pated. Trainees who were still uncertain of their ability to operate
the equipment, yet anxious to complete their lessons sometimes pro-
ceeded to jam the mechanism in one way or another. There was an
average of four known breakdowns in each area during the year. The
most typical reason for malfunctioning equipment was going from "forward"
to "rewind" without an intermediate pause at "stop". This resulted in
a slack portion of videotape being caught in the rapid rotating recordin
head, damaging it extensively. Most trainees admitted to not regularly
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corsulting the operating manual during the year. Although equipment
operation was a common topic, most trainees (over 80%) felt it was in
good condition when they were asked daring the third training unit.

Numerous inquiries have been received about the operation and
maintenance of the hardware. Can a group comprised lar(jely (,I7 women
with little mechanical knowledge or interest successfully mana9e such
elaborate equipment? It seems significant that excelleht recording
came in from isolated clusters of Indian women who weLe seattered from
one end of their reservation to the other, a distance as great as 140
miles between centers "as the road goes".

Arrangements for a telelecture to some centers required the
initial installation of telephone service, scarcely available in some
communities which have only one central phone.

With some notable exceptions, Lhe haLdwaLci uSpuk.:(.. Vvut, nut t

serious stumbling block. The flustered, elderly teaeher no
accidentally plugged the 110-volt camera power cord into the 12 ,olt
battery input of the monitor, only to watch the monitor flash and go
up in smoke, found her first experience rather exasperating. ALI

occasional broken tape and incidents of tape literally
the rotating recording heads, to the utter destruction of 1;oth, served
as exceptions to the rule.

Special equipment often presented difficulties du completing
lessons. The Language Master, for example, was available for use in
the third training unit by only 28 of 68 responding trainees. Trainees
used other alternatives, however, to complete a unit and voieed
appreciation for exposure (even if via tilm) to new fitedia. As another
example, available learning materials for counting were generally
clay, peg boards, and beads; yet trainees became aware of other
possibilities, many free and inexpensive (fabric swatches, sticks,
buttons, nails).

PERSONALIZING

Recognizing that remote training might imply little interaction
between trainees and the Greeley staff, numerous and varied means of

personalizing the learning
experience were used. Listed
from the most direct and personal
to the least direct and personal,
encounters included on-site visits
by a staff member to a trainee's
classroom ahd home (including
social get-togethers such as a
group of trainees tahing staff
members on an evening tour of the
local ommunit.y), phone viits with
individual trainees, telelectui'es
sessions, iideotape recordings,
personal letters about th,2 course
and its vrogress, and ..espnse toros
such os the critiquin,j inst.,uments.

Personal contact was maintained with
each trainee via on-site visits, phone
calls, personal letters, and tele-
lectures.

At least two on-z,iLL-; to t!,t,..1t ,.ea loeal
classrooms visit;a0 at An addtii.,r1,11 -isit wa;:, f0:7,c1c., to the
Crow Reservation citie to the TLeat Ine.twetzil (.1asslooms; and
with the added wupport of the lildlan commistlity Actien Program at the

University of South ittunthlf wade tc; tht... Pine Ridge

Oglala Sioux and Fo:'t lit.::cthold



University of South Dakota, monthly visits were made to the Pine Ridge
Oglala Sioux and Fort Berthold Reservations. Visits generally included
one group session and teaching with individual trainees in their res-
pective classrooms. Contacts were also made with parents, public
school administrators, and Community Action Agency personnel, as well
as other project staff such as nurses, social workers, and other agen-
cies in support of a comprehensive instructional program. How many
typical teacher training courses afford this much communication when
everyone resides in the same community?

The distance between trainee and trainer was bridged via telephone
conversations when a specific difficulty required speedy resolution.

One such call came from a
trainee in a community
without a telephone. She
called the Greeley Staff
long distance from a mobile
radio phone for information
on how to make a reluctant
videocorder perform. Since

i the equipment manual was
I not accessible to the

trainee, the trainee
received instructions fromInstitute staff members talked with many parents
the Greeley staff via caras well as teachers during on-site visits.
telephone. The traineeParent inN7o1Nement is important to the success
then turned and shouted theof eariy childhood education programs. instructions to an assistantwho made the necessary repairs. The result: the videocorder performedand the trainee videotaped a lesson.

4
t

A special arrangement by local phone companies allowed trainees to
experience a telelecture - lecture via amplified telephone. Temporarily
-installed equipment in a classroom or office permitted trainees to
receive the lecture and transmit questions or comments on the lecture
from anywhere in the classroom while conversing with the lecturer in
Greeley.

Each videotape was an opportunity to become personally acquaintedwith the trainee. In return, trainees saw a few videotapes of Institute
staff. An exchange of correspondence
was an additional means of personal,
even if delayed, interaction. The
associate director wrote a letter in
response to each trainee's first
videotape. Subsequent letters were

vani.__L,_ written in response to trainee
letters, as information about the
program (a cover memo went to each
trainee with each training package),
and as encouragement to those trainees
who found it difficult to begin.

A rather impersonal mimeographed
critiquing instrument was sent to
each trainee with eaCh returnedThe problems of communications was met videotape. On each critique (orby the exchange of many letters and description of what was seen) thephone calls between the Institute critiquer added one or two suggestionscenter and the field locations, for lesson improvement.
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Whether the interaction was via on-site visit, telephone, or
written correspondence, the intent by the Institute staff was to
peuonatize what could easily have been a remote, impersonal course.
The premise: Listeners and doers are those with whom communication
has been established; communication is best among individuals who
are mutually respected as capable human beings.

Interpersonal relationships varied among trainees, but most
established contacts were generally more intense and personal than
ordinarily exists in a college class. This may have been due to staff
concern that the program not be personally &emote and non-encouraging
The extent of trainer/trainee rapport appears to have been a factor
in the trainee's completion of the required tasks since those trainees
with whom visits, phone calls, and visits were most frequent were
often the trainees who completed the most training units.

DATA COLLECTION

TEACHER ATTITUDES

Three attitudinal scales were administered during fall and spring
on-site visits: Thi4 I Believe Tat (TIB) , Bninging Up Chit:I/ten (BUC),
and the I-E Scates (I-E). Intentions were to examine attitudinal
changes of trainees. Since some trainees refused to complete instru-
ments and others either entered the project late or withdrew from the
program, statistical pre- and post-training data comparisons were not
performed. A description of the instrumens and a summary of trainee
responses suggest that attitudes somewhat generally changed to those
which were consistent with the response pattern of New Nursery School
staff. There is some indication that trainees in their response
uncertainty (on the TIB) may be revealing flexibility in dealing with
authority.

Descriptions of this scale and uses can be found in the following
reports:

Harvey, 0.3., Conceptual Systems and Attitude Change. In Carolyn
W. Sherif and M. Sherif (ed.) Attitude, Ego-invotvement and
Change, New York: Wiley & Sons, 1967, pp. 201-226.

Harvey, 0.J., System Structure, Flexibility and Creativity. In
O. J. Harvey (ed), Expenience, Stnuctulte, and Adaptabitity,
New York: Springer, 1966, pp. 39-65.

Coates, Carolie, Interim Report: Description and Assessment of
Teacher Retraining Program, 1967. Denver: Jefferson County
Schools, 1968.

THIS I BELIEVE

This scale is an indication of openness - closedness of trainee
beliefs. Responses to the semiprojective sentence completion test
are classified into four systems along a concreteness - abstractness
continuum. System One individuals, most concrete, are characterized
by a po4itive orientation toward extrapersonal referents (God,
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institutional authority). They
are highly superstitious, religious,
absolute, closed in beliefs,
evaluative, and dependent on auth-
ity. In contrast, System Two persons IL
are negativay oriented toward

.."authority. They are uncertain, dis- 44.4

trustful, rebellious. Systems Three
individuals are oriented toward
establishing and maintaining intra- Atih
group consensus as a step toward
dependency and control of others. Teacher attitudes were assessed before
Most abstract are System Four and after the trainees' participation
individuals. These persons are more in the Institute.
impersonal and more oriented toward information seeking and problem
solving for intrinsic rather than extrinsic rewards.

Consistent with Harvey's norms (from a sample of 1,400 TIB's
administered to primarily college students; 1966) , System One
individuals were predominant among NDEA Institute trainees. Of 87
individuals who completed the pre-test (Fall, 1967) , 62 (71%) were
scored as One'4; 43 of 77 (56%) persons completing the post-test
(Spring, 1968) scored as One'4. No individuals were classified
almttact in the pre-test; three individuals (4%) were considered in
that category. Trainees, as seen from fall administration, were
most conc./tete possibly resulting from their initial uncertainty about
the conrse and their distrust of testing. Several individuaA
responses were difficult to assign to one system alone. On the pre-
test, mixed classification was necessary for 22 persons (25%). A
greater proportion, 28 persons(3694 being classified as mixed on the
post-test suggest an openness of trainees in dealing with persons
perceived as ,)uthority figures (such as the project director).
Seven persons who continued in the course throughout the year refused
to complete pre- and post- TIB testings.

11"--

The tentative nature of Harvey's research makes it premature to
interpret individual movement from a Test 1 to a Test 2 classification.

Two Inventories were administered to Institute staff who were
familiar with the New Nursery School. The responses were then
classified as being either consistent or inconsistent with Institute
staff philosophy.

BRINGING UP CHILDREN

The Bringing Up Children Inventory (BUC) was a 45-item question-
naire which required Yes, ? or No responses. Several trainees began
late or withdrew early from the program; thus, responses were not
available fnomm each trainee. Of 72 trainees who completed pre- and
post-tests, 40 (56%) changed toward child-rearing attitudes which
were more consistent with New Nursery School philosophy; 11 (15%)
persons made no change while the overall change of 21 (29%) persons
was toward a philosophy that was inconsistent with New Nursery School
philosophy. Over half of the individuals appeared to have identifiedwith and moved toward attitudes of New Nursery School staff who repre-sent recent trends in early childhood education. More specifically,the BUC administration resulted in at least twelve trainees respondingfinally in a manner more consistent with New Nursery School staff insix statements:
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45. (20 trainees changed) The mo4t 4igniSicant Sunction oS the
Samity £4 not to ptovide phy4icat cane and nouti4hment, but
to gim the chitd a imopet isetting Son the devetopment oS hi4

pek4onatity ttait4. (YES)

14. (15 trainees changed) "Babbting" devetop4 Stee ptay oS vocat
meehani4m4 oS the chitd. (YES)

31. (13 trainees changed) A chitd with 4upetiot mentat abitity £4
apt to be emotionatty un4tabte. (NO)

5. (12 trainees changed) It £4 impottant to Sottow the vety young
chitd'4 own nhythm in detenmining the time between Seeding4,
and then to modiSy the 4chedute a4 the chitd gnow4 otden. (YES)

9. (12 trainees changed) In thi4 cuttute, chk2dten'4 eatty
habit4 ake ditected atmo4t entikety by women. (YES)

27. (12 trainees changed) Tabte mannet4 ate te44 impottant than
the attitude that eating £4 a thonoughty p1ea4ant ptoce44. (YES)

Responses to six items were changed by at least twelve trainees
to be less consistent with New Nursery School staff:

4. (14 trainees changed) Otganizing ctub4 in chitdhood 4houtd
be encoutaged /Lathe& than di4cou1aged. (?)

33. (14 trainees changed) Since it £4 natutat Sot a chitd to be
active, an inactive chitd £4 eithet 4ick on inhibited. (YES)

20. (13 trainees changed) A chitd 4houtd be puni4hed Sot 4weating4NO)

37. (13 trainees changed) An active chitd ha4 mon.e. p/Lomi4e oS
devetop ng into a nonmat adutt than ha4 a quiet chitd. (?)

8. (12 trainees changed) In ptaying game4 with an adutt, a chitd
6hou1d be excu4ed 6/corn Sottowing the tute4 OS the game, and
Ahoutd be petmitted to win. (NO)

38. (12 trainees changed) A chitd'4 ideat4 have to be 4imitat
enough to hi4 conduct Son him to Seet he haz a chance o6
'Leaching the ideat4. (YES)

I-E SCALE

The I-E Scale was a 29-item, forced-choice (among two) Question-
naire which was an indication of personal behavior being influenced
by internal or external controls. Institute staff again categorized
responses as being either consistent or inconsistent with the New
Nursery School goal of intrinsically motivated learners.

Seventy-four trainees completed the same form in the fall and
spring. Of these, 31 (42%) indicated a change toward internal control.
Greater reliance upon external controls were indicated by 33 (45%)
persons; no global attitudinal change, nine (13%).

Specifically, four item responses were changed in post-testing
to a con4i4tent with the New Nut4ety Schoot 4taSS stand:

18. (23 trainees changed) The.te teatty £4 no 4uch thing a4 "tuck" (b)

3. (14 trainees changed) Thete witt a1way4 be wat4, no mattet how
haul peopte tty to ptevent them. (b)

24. (14 trainees changed) A good teadet make4 it cteat to evenybody
what thein job4 ate. (b)
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1 . (13 trilinees changed) By taking an active paAt in potiticat and
jili.A.6 the peopte can contAa woiad evento. (b)

22. (13 tratnees changed) With enough Wokt we can wipe out
ce!tuption. (a)

Even without the benefit of statistical analyses, inspection
suggests that the instruments were non-discriminating with this
particular group of trainees. Responses to ali scales demonstrated
that it is possible to change behavior at least that which is
expressed toward that which is acceptable at the moment. In this
Institute, trainees generally responded more consistently with
Institute staff at the end of a nine-month course. Lasting change is
yet untw('wn. Change in daily classroom behavior, is slow and unpre-
di,-taUh_ fr(.:) thn resul[s on the attitude scales. Perh-lps, seeing is
not Isehrl.vinJ.

The SimuLAC

The Sioluated Lson Anaty/si/s Cha.'tt (SimuLAC) was developed as a
learning device for trainees as well as a source of information about
the recorde0 lessons for Institute staff. Trainees completed a
SbNILAC individually tailored for each training unit1 as a means of
describing and critiquing in a standard way the taped learning episode.
Generally, trainees viewed each tape two or three times in order to
comptete the _pitd_AC.

During the first review of the videotape, trainees labeled the
videotnped episode, indicated its length in time, and checked whether
or nnt the tisted episode characteristics (such.as materials, manage-
ment, and strategies), behaviors of the Learner (child) and Facili-
taLor (teacher) and indications of affect (enthusiasm, warmth,
responsivenes:z, disgust) were present. Additional reviews allowed
critiquers to rank training unit objectives, tally terminal behaviors
and offer specific suggestions for lesson improvement. Excerpts of
the instrument and trainee responses to it follow:

TAPED EPISODE AND ITS LENGTH

check episode which vi,1:-; yiriation
I I v:iri a Lion, describe it hriet_iv:
Check length ol episode: Less than 3 minute; 3- 5 minutes

3-7 minutes; more than 7 minutes

With one exception, the videotaped lesson within each training
unit was that episode which appeared on 16mm film. A substantial
majority of trainees videotaped the lcd episode for thirteen of
the training units. Videotaped episodes different from those filmed
were submitted by a majority of trainees for only two training units
(XIII, VI). Trainees completed one of two episodes for Unit X which
wore different from the filmed episode. Materials for Episodes A and
D (in Unit X) did not require preparation; also, the filmed episode
(C) was constdered too difficult for many of the children.

Although encouraged to do so, few trainees videotaped variations
of the suggosted learning episodes. Training Unit VII produced the
most variations; eLght of 71 responding trainees changed lesson pro-
cndures to suit their particular group of learners. Only five training
nnits (I, II, III, IV, VII) resulted in more than one traineds video-
ta ,ing a lessen variation.

LI raining Units ire Its ted by title in Appendix A.
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Length of lesson was recorded beginning with the third training
unit. The tendency was for short rather than long videotaped episodes
of learning; in fact, videotaped lessons tended to be too short to
allow adequate learner involvement and lesson critiquing. The shorter
lessons were contrary to a prediction that trainees would tend to teach
long lessons. For fourteen of the units, approximately fifty per cent
of the recorded lessons were from three to five minutes long with a
somewhat lesser proportion recording lessons which were less than
three minutes long. Units IX and X were an exception with fifty per
cent or more of the trainees recording lessons which were less than
three minutes, and a somewhat lesser percentage recording lessons
three to five minutes in length.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

SOURCE: Learner Made Facilitator Jade 1,1 Commercially Made
M11

MANIPULAIOR: ' Learner ' Facilitator
If both learners and facilitators manipulate materials, write the

appropriate fraction for each (e.g., Facilitator 1/4, Learner 3/4)

ITEMS: Lj Chalkboard
7 Charts and pictures

Slides, films, transparencies
fl Phonograph, tape recorder, Language Master

'Iextbooks workbooks
;

Individual story books
Real objects (e.g., live animals, artifacts,

7 Special teaching aids (list:
TT No materials or equipment

Materials and equipment being used were difficult to observe and
describe from a videotape recording unless the critiquer had viewed
the lesson in person. Knowing source and manipulator of items, as well
as specific materials used, in teaching, proved to be of great value
in group discussion and individual trainee conferences. Some teacher
discovered, for example, that they rather than learners usually
manipulated learning materials during the teaching of a specific lesson.
More participation by learners in handling specific learning materials
was indicated.

LESSON MANAGEMENT

:NUMBER: f--1 Five or more learners in group with teacher
f--1 Five or more in group with aide
:2 Five or more in group without teather or aideri Four or fewer with teacher

Four or fewer with aide
II Four or fewer without teacher or aide

ARRANGEMENT: I-1 Individual learner with teacher or aide
=.1 Individual learners independently involved in separate tasks

Individual learners independently involved in same task
Learners working together with same task

Observing and describing the management of the classroom revealed
the number of learners in a group and how these learners were arranged.
With some exceptions, lessons were videotaped of learning groups having
four or fewer learners with a teacher or aide. Teaching regularly with
small groups was new in most classrooms. Trainees generally arranged
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the learners in panattet activities; in fourteen of the sixteen training
units, most learners worked independentty at the same task. Exceptions
were training tilits V (where most learners wonked togethen at the same
task) and XIV (where most trainees worked with only one learner).

STRATEGIES

0 Self-correcting: Tasks immediately inform learner of consequences
E] Self-pacing: Tasks proceed at rate determined by learner
[1] Autotelic: Learner remains with task after facilitator leaves or allows

learner to take over

The strategy most often identified (in twelve of the sixteen units)
was providing learning activities which were zet6-connecting, although
trainees planned for and were observed teaching activities which were
zetti-pacing as well, (prominent in four units). Few trainees observed
on their videotape teaching which was autotetic that is, activities
which resulted from intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation. An
autotelic activity is one which is chosen for its own sake rather than
to obtain rewards or to avoid punishments. Since this strategy was
rarely implemented and observed, it is possible that the trainees did
not fully understand how to implement the underlying concept of child-
chosen activities, even though they might have considered them to be
most deFirable. Modifying behavior in accordance with new ideas and
attiturAes may require more time and concentrated effort than allowed
by thc. initial projeat.

LEARNER AND FACILITATOR BEI-INV:MRS
Process behaviors of the Learner (child) and Facilitator (teacher) were also

observed with taped lessons.

I. LEARNER L. F. II. FACILITATOR

Enters scene
Initiates conversation, talks

Talks with facilitator
Listens to facilLtator

Responds to facilitator

Smiles, oohs, ahs
Bites lip, clenches fist

Yawns, appears tired
Withdraws, cowers

Voice is quiet, fearful
Voice is loud, confident

Initiates activity
Explores, experiments

Discovers, solves problems
Finishes task

Leaves task unfinished

Does what he wants
Does what others want

Leaves scene

*

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

*
*

12

13

14

15a

15b

16

;';

Enters scene
Is silent - awaits learner talk
Responds to learner
Encourages learner
Initiates conversation, talks

Smiles, oohs, ahs
Bites lip, clenches fist
Yawns, appears tired
Swat, spank, pinch
Voice is soft, encouraging
Voice is loud, stern

Initiates activity
Directs activity
Reduces tension (solves soothes)
Requires that task be finished

Evaluates episode achievement

Allows learner to do what he wants
Tells learner what to do

!Leaves scene

*These behaviors were emphasized in lesson materials.
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The Learner and Facilitator Behaviors were tabulated and inspected
for those which were moiSt obAetved by trainees and an independent
observer (from the Institute staff).

The independent observer/critiquer tended to observe (and record
with check marks) mr(..,re behaviors than di,3 ttaint-,c: possibly due oither
to lack of trainee time or observational acuity. The three most
frequently observed behaviors in each training unit were then selected.

The three behaviors Mo obseAved by the trainee in sixteen train-
ing units dealt with verbal interaction: 4 (Learner) Luton's to
4aciZitatot was predominant in fifteen of sixteen units: 4 (Facilitator)
Encoutagez teaknvt was seen by trainees in eleven of sixteen training
units: and 5 (Learner) Re6pcndo to 60t2ftatoA was obseTved in all of
the seven units in which it was included on the SimulAC. The Institute
staff observer/critiquer was geneyally in agreement. She concurred
that these three behaviors were obvious and checked their presence at
approximately the same rate as the tramees. But this observer/
critiquer saw other behaviors as more prevalent.

Of the three MoZt oh/solved behaviors by this independent observer,
one dealt with verbal interaction and was the same as the one most
observed by trainees; 4 (Learner) Li.stc=nA to Oc.ititatol was predom-
inant in ten of sixteen training units. The second Mo.st oimeAved
behavior - 18 (Learner) VoeA what otheft's want was prevalent in nine
of sixteen training units. This behavior implied task motivation and
the SimaLAC results suggest that learners were often seen aFz motivated
in tasks by external rather than internal means which again is incon-
sistent with en autotelic activity. The third M0,5t ob,seved behavior
- 15 a (Learner))F-LnLohed Tafla was indicated in half of the sixteen
training units.

In general, the trainees and independent observer critiquer were
in agreement regarding an inspection of most-observed learner and
facilitator behaviors. The critiquer/observer noted more behaviors
than trainees; subsequeT)tlyF varie(1 behaviors became Mo4t oimeAved.
It is apparent that the classrooms nf these trainees controlled rather
than allowed choices of learners.

.AFFFCT

The affective behavir)rs assessment developed by the trainees and
the Institute staff gave some genPral indications that the trainees
became more aware of the positive aspects of their behavior and inter-
action with the children in their classes. The assessment required
the trainees to observe teachers and learners on the videotapes they
made (with Units I, II, ITT, XV, and XVI) for qualities of Enthusiasm,
Warmth, Responsiveness, and Disgust. Facilitators were to make their
own judgments about what they saw OY sensed. They were given no
definitions of the qnalities dnring Units T, TT or III.

Place a check (, ) in the approprini box (right colnmns) to indicate the general
tone of the taped lesson.

AFFEC1IVE IONE
1. Enthusiasm
2. Warmth
3. Responsiveness
4. DiA.kust

LEARNER FACILITATOR
Verbal Non-verbal Verbal.
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However, definitions, compiled by the staff from the responses to
these units were revealed for use in Units XV and XVI. The trainees
in this way helped to develop their own definitions for the qualities.

Affective
Concept

Definitions
Dictionary* Your Comments ______

Enthusiasm

Warmth

Responsiveness

Disgust

Intense or eager
interest; zeal,
fervor

Excitement, strength,
or vigor of feeling;
enthusiasm; ardor;
zeal

Its.

Responding; answering
easily to suggestion
or appeal

Sickening distaste
or dislike; deep
aversion; repugnance

Inspiration; eagerness; interest; will-
ingness; excitement; fun; zest;. parti-
cipating; joining in; anxious delight;
pleasure, happiness.

Smiling; special acknowledgment to
individual or group; rapport; close
relationship; Friendliness; showing
regard, love, honesty and pergonal
interest; :icceptiAlg child for whit he

Listening attentively; actively
participating in verbal or physical
ways; choosing (desiring, wanting,
willing) to reply; identifying a
problem or situation; (could respond
with warmth or disgust).

Frowning; sneering; displeasure;
dislike; disapproval; negative attitude;
rejection; "fed up;" intolerance;
annoyance; upset.

.........--.............____
*Webster's New World Dictionary of the American -1.4..agil..a.,a, College Edition.

Cleveland: World Publishing Company, 1966.
.....-

The trainees were much more alert to verbal behaviors than they
were to non-verbal ones. Uniform numbers of responses to these five
assessments (Training Units I, II, III, XV and XVI) were lacking
because of the drop in enrollment during the year and incomplete or
lack of response to the assignment. The assignment also served to
demonstrate the importance of supporting behavior to the facilitator's
tole and the resulting verbal and non-verbal responses of the children.
Teachers re.'orted that they became more aware of these sometimes subtle
cues to attitude and behavior and they attempted to become sensitive
to these cues in the behavior of the children. Thus, the instrument
became more of a worksheet for rainees to encourage a greater atten-
tiveness to affective interaction.

The affective quality most observed was Re1ponzivene44 which
represents a positive feature in the training program. FIcatm:
VeAbat and Non-vetba indications of Wcounth were also often noticed.
Learners were commonly seen as being Enthtusia6ti,c. The distribution
of responses remained fairly consistent in the fifteenth and sixf-eenth
training units even after definitions were developed.

Ranking Objectives of Training Units

Rank the following overall episode objectives using "1" to indicate the
objective which is most evidentin the lesson and "4" for the objective
least evident.

Improve self image
Increase sensory and perceptual acuity
Increase language skills
Increase problem solving and concept formation abilities
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Trainees were asked to analyze each training unit in the light
of the New Nursery School affective and cognitive objectives. This
was accomplished by their ranking from "1" for objectivez numt
evident to "4" for objectivez tectzt evident which were present to
some extent in each unit.

Although Institute staff found it difficult to isolate one objec-
tive as being more or less important in a particular training unit,
the trainees saw the development of skills in problem solving and
concept formation as being the most prominent intention in the train-
ing units whereas self concept improvement was seen as the least
prominent.

Cues such as unit titles (see Appendix A) may have influenced
responses. Also, the manifestation of objectives was more easily
observed in problem solving (such as completing puzzle) than in self
concept improvement (such as the feeling of success accompanying the
completing of the puzzle). In addition, hurried completion of episodes
toward the end of the course may have caused some perseveration of
response. Classifying was one skill encouraged

Nirvpv+4 in the learning activities.

*.N.4,510

Members of the Institute staff visited
all of the training sites. This personal
contact helped to bring the Institute
closer to the participants.

TERMINAL BEHAVIORS

etc

--F-rr"
%At

The terminal behaviors listed on the third page of the SimuLAC
were necessarily different for each training unit. The attempt was
to describe goals or terminal objectives for each learning episode,
requesting each trainee to tally each time a learner or facilitator
demonstrated the terminal behavior by verbal or non-verbal means.
An example of one such tally sheet (from Training Unit VII) is
reproduced below. Note that some boxes are crossed out. Not every
terminal behavior need be interpreted in verbal and non-verbal terms
for both learners and facilitators on a given lesson.
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Observe the learner and facilitator behaviors. In the right column, tally each
indication (in action or comment) that the task (defined as a terminal behavior)
has been accomplished.

EPI-
SODE

LEARNERS FACILITATOR
TERMINAL BEHAVIORS* Verbal on-verbal Verbal Non-verbal

Al The leatner can count to ten
....-

------

....,-

,---------"--
with an adult pointing to
each ob'ect counted.
The learner can count beyond

11111111
'

11111111111
,

.....----"

,...-
.

ten with an adult pointing
to each ob'ect counted.

The learner can point to
each object as he counts to

A2

\\,,.

r.:____
ten without help.

The learner points to each
object as he counts beyond -,

ten without help.

B Cut out numerals are correct-
ly placed on numeral outlines
on a board.

,

""-..7
The numerals are placed in
countint order.
A numeral is named.

-1444A correct response is given
to the question, What numeral

pm
1111111

------is this?
C A numberite puzzle is comple-

ted.

A numeral is named. Wilm.- 400111mommsms
D The number of objects needed

for a given group of persons
is solved.

*As defined in each learning episode.

Specific Observer (Critiquer) Comments.

{-

AFTER VIEWING:
1. Describe two aspects of this lesson (as taped) which were done well.
2. List two suggestions for improving this lesson (as taped).

t..._

The above questions appeared on the SimuLAC as a last section.
Observers were reminded that not only is it important to acknowledge
positive as well as negative aspects of a videotaped lesson, but also
it is helpful to include only one or two suggestions for improving a
lesson. Trainees who are bombarded with many lesson aspects to correct
may actually correct none; paralysis of analysis occurs.

The first learning episode submated from each trainee received a
narrative critique.
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EVIDENCE OF CHANGE IN TRAINEES

Since the primary purpose of this project was to test the feas-
ibility of an unusual teacher-training process emphasis was not placed
on gathering and analyzing data regarding the mastery of content or
subject matter by the trainees. Nevertheless, a great deal of infor-
mation was available from the SbnuLAC records on each trainee's per-
formance. Thus, by using each trainee as his own control, it was
possible to make some comparisons of his own ratings of his video-
recorded performances with Institute staff ratings of the same behav-
iors. Furthermore, the ratings on the trainee's fi,rst unit were com-
pared with the ratings on the last unit he completed.

Such comparisons weLe not suitable for statistical tests of sig-
nificance of difference because of their quite subjective nature and
because group means were considered to be meaningless. Certain salient
portions of the S..bnaLAC were selected for inspection and comparison.
These portions included the categories dealing with lesson management,
lesson strategies, teaching/learning behaviors, and affective components.

The mastery of each learning episode's terminal behaviors was a
pruLequisite for beginning subsequent episodes so that this much con-
tent learning was assured for all. However, the style of conducting
a lesson and facilitating learning was of greater importance. Gener-
ally speaking, those trainees who completed more than three of the
sixteen units showed movement toward more response-ability as lesson
managers; that is, they were more responsive to the expressed or man-
ifest needs of their learners. The lesson strategies revealed increasing
amounts of guided discovery and inquiry methodology. The teaching/
learning behaviors and affective components became more learner-centered,
characterized by greater acceptance and warmth toward the learner, at
the end of the trainee's experience than at the beginning. The trainees'
ratings were more nearly like our critiquers' ratings at the end than
at the beginning of the project.

Of course, some of this growth was probably due to a growing
fairdliarity with both the training process and with the children as the
year unfolded. However, there was substantial evidence that the
trainees understood the rationale of an autotelic responsive environment
procedure and, in some cases, had internalized the philosophy sufficiently
to transfer it to other parts of the early childhood curriculum not
included in the training units. In the opinion of the staff, trainees
who completed the entire course were more amenable to change, more highly
motivated to improve their classroom practices and more receptive to the
responsive environment notions than the trainees who dropped out. On
the other hand, there were many classrooms where our staff visited
which seemed to revert to large-group, highly-structured teaching as soon
as a micro-lesson was completed. As stated in the original proposal, it
was believed that even these trainees, having practiced and been rein-
forced for individualizing instruction, would become increasingly respon-
sive facilitators for young children's learning.

The SiffluLAC proved to be more useful as a training vehicle than a
data collection instrument. The most useful conclusion revealed from
use of the SimuLAC was the variation in what trainees saw - or more
correctly, how little most trainees observed, even when observing their
own videotaped performance, replayed shortly after recording it. More
attention to the development of observati.;nal skills in teachers was
indicated.
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tanda.6.1 Lu)os:% w :le .-7v:til, to eduh tLainee with the first
trainiug und Uilit db a projeet evalua-

tion. This conicItilL, h, %nth cumwents in
trainee letter..., ca.11-,/w t. i. pf()odures and train-
ing materials to ICL._,,t t J iiee neds.

% I , I ti1 Li i !-h t dse
of the course usiits, Lhoz;t: t.I.,sock!b ich t!".E-: or iuut help, clarity
of unit instrucdiolJs, anei Lheir twcit.ixstuldi fl it varj!zs other aspects
of the coure.

the oet4t ,):Ja6, trainees
responded variusly_ Tv0..c&i folLAv;

Ityng Ihe ep.(;:ide_s AcIttie4 w(.th the
chitd4en . WoAkfng ,Jaqh the. .eesons neke waz no

palt; I h(M 10 do d,.cr 44Linizin!3 on cah .

The actaae LLi th,' .eessa i;the 1,st. likequent 7:.e.Spon.Sc) . .

. GettLn ,4.bopt IheAe Aeaay .isn't any
ea4sy Lo ti.ifie. We've had the
machine one vR d,.7y ond hilke. to tapc and 1send thc L....:)okt on.

TheAe J uS Is z' ti_mee, , I h. mainu . ActikaUey doing
thikt tvi.th a strieC gAotwi thts cAn do Ctom . It
giAfe.S rd Aeci'i43 kc.viewi.ng

the . Mk. :h dt.cacsti,ng bags . . . (73.atheting

the mateA.Lats, nek..,de.d to 0.e5 ent the .e.es.son . To do the 6i,em-
inri and the 4un ptom the .essons. It is 4otelle,sti.ng to watch the
chi.edaen Ae.spond to thc .(,itcaton:s ,And eisten to thei4 ,te,sponse6.
ALso Atm to 6e,t1 yo(c()ci!.6 and cia.fte 4eveating to ,see
and iftaft tiol:et( as L Cd!ica .see and ;icdt you Rcview-
inLi the wtftt2.4

In dnsweL to a z...?kiut 17.)A.

most difficult part of the .loutsse,

trainees were generally agreed
that the equipment was difficult
to obtain when needed, insufficient
time was available to adequately
expe.Lience microtraining (5 R's)
and units contained too.muc,1
reading material. Specific coldivent.s
follow:

To .schedate the videoto,dblij
machine . SimuLAC -- the
thiitd iteview oA the tape. Mu

tae,fy ida.ttLs halle not yet
with the oni2 sent ba(A. 1 thLtK.

A 1cdzauf ,f11,) can do cis jttl i as teach
OtAdtfft) 110,, to do Is positiVe

L.aluatioa of th L! pi:0gram.

if 15 a t45t o I away4
get to watching 4owe 14145e wt pelf)0A wid liol(gt to taey . .

Findin;,3 time AiOt the ei (11,1sj ,Ota papq (11., . . Vft1ip3 to
oAttique ani v.;(1tuat th., ec:3600 thdt I boo: tit.t. tAped . . . .

Att. :th fl' (,,,p..: it is f(l.S4 t), tfili,, (:Jit.siHj . . . Wa.i.ting

6oA the on!itc,ikA44! eilaip,ftti: ic., b4: 6: ,:',1 diiiC.A it iS h4oken. .
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Being zatiziied with the penionmance and not conztantty doing it
oven . . . . Onganizing the matetiatz iot the tezzonz and atzo
4itting out the iotmz to be zent back . . . . Videotaping myzeti
on the tape -- with othetz anound; I am zeti-conzciouz . . . . To
uze connect and ptecize Engtizh zo that the chitdnen can heat and
tepeat it.

MOST HELPFUL UNITS

Trainees responded that the most helpful training units in their
classrooms were (in decreasing order) sixteen, one, nine, fourteen,
and fifteen. Training unit six was mentioned least as a "most helpful"
unit.

CLARITY OF INSTRUCTIONS

Unit directions written by the curriculum writer were considered
cleat and exact. Over 95% of the trainees who returned Vez/No response
forms for the first (84 forms returned) and sixteenth (45 forms returned)
training unit responded that they found instructions to the trainee
for conducting the learning episodes, as well as instructions to the
learner within a specific learning episode, to be quite intelligible.
Narrative comment on the response sheets and in letters, however,
suggested that while trainees were clear as to the expectations within
each training unit, they were not always clear on the process to be
performed, especially when that process was interrupted by obstacles.

UNDERSTANDING COURSE ASPECTS AND CONCEPTS

Certain words representing key aspects and concepts in the course
were listed on a response sheet sent with training unit five.. Trainee
comment generally failed to grasp the essential nature of each course
componeLt and concept and its relationship to the course as a whole.
Occasional insightful comments emezged from the trainers which were
used in later on-site visitations as a course review:

TRAINING UNIT I I I
comptete, in4onmative, and uzeiut . .

Aout zepatate, tetated and 4peci4ic tezzonz which meet one
genetat objective

LEARNING EPISODE 1 .
a zpeciAic teatning activity . . . one

o 6 iout phazez o6 a centtat goat on objective . . . new expetiencez
we go thnough

16mm, FILM CLIP , , ptoo6 that it can bre done! . . . Somewhat
teptezentative o6 the unit to zetve az a modet 4on the petzonz
in the pnognam.

VIDEOCORDER 1 .
zeemz to be wonting now hot dog! . . . I

won't put it in wtiting . . . that magic machine that pickz up
zectetz and entitety mizzez out zuccezz . . . when you necond

it'z good; when you ptay it back it'z aw4tt.

MICROTEACHING 1 1 Y ou centainty get a view o6 youtzeti
a zcated-down zampte oi teaching . . . the :j R'z: necond, neview,
nezpond, teV.ne, teteach.

CRITIQUING to pnovide ieedback inionmation . . a meanz oi
e vutuating youn teaching oi a tezzon . . . what my teaching aide
wizhed thete weten't any oi . . . encoutagez ctiticat anatyziz .

. . I atwayz dnead thiz becauze I'm zo tined at the end o4 the day.

LEARNER , , the chitd . . . chit.dnen patticipating with the
teachen . . . the teachen, too.

FACILITATOR the teachet. . . tea/Litz new wayz o4 impnoving
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tanguage by changing het own Zanguage pattetns . . . wishing we
had 6acitities to do the coutse tight . . . one who initiates
games, songs, teatning expetiences, and who catties out these
activities . . . why not catt a teachet a teachet? I undetstand
.6acititate, but Sacititatot is sutety a mouthSpt; sometimes, it's
hatd to know who 11_6 6acititating whom . . . one who ptovides the
matetiats and gwLdes the chitdten in accomptishing a goat.

RESPONSIVE ENVIRONMENT a setting that tesponds to the
individuat needs and gives a .6eeting o6 accomptishment . . . seems
next to impossibte without tempotaty set-up . . . ptace whete a
chitd may be activety invotved in tein6otcing teatning concepts .

happy, easy atmosphete . . cutiosity can be satis6ied.

EXPLORATION/EXPERIMENTATION when chitdten ate attowed totz
"h,oS Steedom to investigate Sot t emsetves. . . takes time and space

. . a good way to desctibe what we ate doing in this coutse .

a way to 6ind out about the wottd; it iz mote e66ective than
tetting.

EFFECTS ON THE INSTITUTION

Any innovative program has profound effects on an institution if
its operation is contrary to established procedures. Among the college
offices affected by this NDEA (Title XI) Institute were the Academic
Dean, the Graduate School, and the Registrar.

The Academic Dean's office assisted in a course write-up for the
Genetat Catatog, the first such course which has offered on-campus
credit for students enrolled (and residing) out-of-state:

ID 222 Remote Training of Early Childhood Educators.

Administered by the Child Study Institute, this course is an
interdisciplinary approach to training educators of disadvantaged
children while in their school setting. At least sixteen learning
episodes are modeled and generated during three quarters. Continu-
ous dialogue is maintained by on-site visits, telelectures, films,
videotaped lessons (microtraining) , and written materials.

(This description appears in the 1968-69 Colorado State College
catalog.)

Such action was eventually supported by the Graduate School which
approved the course's being made available to graduate students for a
period of over two successive quarters.

Also novel within the Graduate School is an audio-visual final
examination which required that an original learning episode be created
by each student. Each trainee wishing credit for the course developed,
wrote, and taught (while videotape recording) a learning episode.
This written and videotaped 6inat is available in the Graduate office
as a tiving demonstration of planning and teaching competence at the
end of the Institute.

The usual procedures of registration were challenged, especially
as course objectives suggested a vatiabte tegisttation (registering
for the amount of work completed in the course). Up to five hours of
credit were available for the course. Allowing students to move at
their own pace, receiving credit for only what they had completed by
June 1, 1968, is vatiabZe negisttation, which is an exception to usual
college registration policies but was considered necessary to facilitate
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the indlvidualization of instruction for college students.

When training was somewhat self-pacing and credits were contingent
upon accomplishment of program objectives, numerous individual differ-
ences arose. Table II illustrates the variation that was allowed
in the Institute.

TABLE II

DISTRIBUTION OF GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE TRAINEES AND CREDITS EARNED

COLLEGE LEVEL
0

CREDITS EARNED
1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

UNDERGRADUATE 11 0 3 5 0 14 33

GRADUATTF 23 1 4 8 0 32 68

TOTAL 34 1 7 13 0 46
101
101*

*Fourteen additional perons were enrolled in this course: nine
dropped soon after enrolling; five enrolled in a non-credit
status.

Such variation in student achievement is usually present, yet
difficult - if not impossible to demonstrate with usual procedures.
The Institution, often seen as stifling innovation, can allow within
its necessary limitations, as shown in this Institute, procedural
alternatives which foster educational innovation.

TRAINEE/TRAINER COMM'ENTS

FROM TRAINEES

Trainees were encouraged to comment throughout the program on the
Evatuation sheets mentioned earlier. In addition, unsolicited comments
came in letters and on back of the various response instruments. A
more concerted effort to elicit project comment was a request sent
with the ninth training unit. Trainees were asked to comment about
how the program was progressing. Ten topics were suggested as charted
below with predominant responses indicated.

TABLE III

MID-COURSE COMMENTS BY TRAINEES CATEGORIZED BY
USUAL RESPONSE TO SUGGESTED TOPIC

USUAL RESPONSE
OK So-So Bad News

CD
availability of written materials

TOPIC OF COMMENT

CD

availabilitLof learniu materials

availability oLealiament

access of useful references

communication with Colorado State
College

communication with other trainecs

usefulness of materials sent

handling of eqp iznen:t

kee i g

flexibility of _operation

41.r.ommea.1.117.14

CD

c;)

Awe

14.

CD
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Trainees were generally supportive of the Institute in operation.

have enjoyed the wtitten mateniatz vety much. It iz atwayz
intetezting to get new ideaz and ways oi using the avaitabte
matetiat and ideas itom new matetiats. Two oi out dtivetz have
teatned to tun the machine and one o6 out new aides was he46ut
in iitming out tapez. I 6eet that the matetiatz zent have been
vety uzeiut, ezpeciatty zo zince we have two new aidez and out
NYC ztudentz have been intetezted in what we ate doing.

Out patentz enjoyed viewing a 6itm o6 theit chadten taken one
day oi theit indoot and outdon wotk. Thtough thiz medium they
teceived a bettet idea oLwhat we aAe doing and o6 what out wotk
ot 'ptay' az they catt it, i4 tike. Many have been unabte to
,6pend a day in out centet.

Each time we get the machine it iz cx high intetezt point son. the
pupitz, zo the taping zituation teatey nut az natutat az we
woutd Lae it to be. We ate not abee to tetape any tezzon which
we do, but I tty to teteach any epizude that 1 6eet does not
nesutt in a good teatning zituation and 1 uzed yout cottectionz
on my iitzt tape which aAtived tazt Ftiday.

Most teachers and aides lacked sufficient time, meterials, and
equipment. Several had large classes with only a teacher in the
classroom.

2111111m...1
4Y*51011,...

Aru.

Aft-

Thiz coutze takez much mote
time than I thought it woutd.
We wete totd that the time
tequited outzide oi schoot
time woutd be vety tittte.
Thiz haz not been ttue. To
tead the matetiatz zent
at teazt twice --, to view
the 6itm4, azzembte matetiatz
needed, and to iitm takez at
teazt two houtz pt each

4 epizode.

The ptimaty ptobtem haz been
avaitabitity oi the equipment
It haz been btoken down
itequentty ane haz not atwayz
been handy.

lb! 7111FRIFIe Anothet videocotdet woad
Slowly, trainees Learned to be responsive have hetped (2.4 keep on

to directions set by learners rather than c.hedute,

be tied tightly or rigidly to one get of My onty comptaint woutd be
procedures. that iitmz might be. avaitabte

ahead oi time oi ptoducing the tape. Atzo I need mote time 011.

ctitiquing zheetz.

The wtitten matetiatz ate vety he46ut in thiz coutze, but we have
no tgetencez ot tibtaty neatby. The videotape machine iz not
atwayz avaitabte and when 1 do get it, it eithet bteakz down ot
they ate huttying me. l thiz i4 onty hat6-way in the coutze, I

guezz that I'tt have to give up.

Out equipment bteakdown was vety haAd on cat oi uz. We wete com-
petted to tape zix tezzonz at once. We have iett ptezzute o6 time
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and space timitationz at out 4choot. We tape in a nattow toom

at the end oS a veity tong hat. The envitonment i4 not a natunat

one Son the chitdten and they neact accoAdingty. A xegutax kindet-

gatten uses my noom untit 11:30a.m.. My chitcften antkve at 11:00

a.m. and we go to the tibtany Sot a hatS houn. TheteSone, we cannot

set up the equipment in my noom. We woutd tike at Least thnee days

with the equipment because we ate teatty pxessuxed to 4ini4h and

view it in just two days. The txansponting o4 the equipment has

been a tittte di44icutt. Ott custodian i4 comptaining oS a 'tined

back'. But, att in att, it's been a wotthwhite and chattenging

expetLience.

However, most trainees managed to overcome these obstacles and

completed training units. They Mi4006"!
commented that Institute pro-
cedures and materials were
especially helpful in the
improvement of their teaching
performance. Aft,

Each time it gets easien to
set up the equipment. Maybe
we'xe getting 4mattet....1 41
have Sutty enjoyed taping
my Lessons. 1 Like att o4
the Lessons. They axe att
welt done and need tittte
on ho impxovements At 4itzt 4

out chitdten wene a tittLe shy _;.;.#'
,

o4 the machine and cameta and
az you noticed in this tast

Training units were clsigned for teachers

4itming they 4eem to be mote
to provide 1:earning activities which

tetaxed ot wa4 1 the one
involved children in problem solving.

who wa4 mote xetaxed? I'm wonking on my ptonunciation oS wotd4

to make myseti cteanty unden4tood with tittte chitdten. 1 hope to

impxove in my 4utuxe tessons....It has not been a ptobtem to have

the equipment moved 4nom one ptace to anothet. Ideas 4xom the

wnitten mateniats have been used in the class/Loom and have pnoven

vexy e44ective....Att o4 the ttaining unitz have been most hetp4ut

in my centen, ezpeciatty whene I see othets pnesenting a Lesson

with chitdten in the Sitm....1 ptay games using a box in which we

peace items iot Seeting: U4ing the 4ame box, chitdten identi4y

items smetted, but not seen. I gathet numetou4 Sood4, az wett as

items Listed. The onty chitd who mi4named an object wa4 my own

daughtex. She cated the Hotstein cow a butt because it had hotn4,

and I insisted on connecting hen because we ate xanchexs. (Wasn't

that a good joke on me?) This woke me up concetning the things we

adutts take 4on gnanted about what chiLdnen know.

Where communication between Colorado State College and trainees -

as well as communication among trainees - existed, the course became

more meaningful and its objectives more likely to be realized.

Communication with the Institute sta44 wa4 enjoyabte, pxompt, and

pnecise. Thene wa4, howevex, vety tittte communication with the

othet ttainees....Thnough this counse we have been abte to commun-

icate with the othen ttainees by viewing the 4itm clips togethen

and discussing them. The mate/L./Las sent ate veny u4e4ut to use as

we tty to impxove ounsetves and use these matenias witk out chitd-

ten....Secau4e oS the inSotmat mannet in which this counse wa4

pnesented, communication with the Gteetey zta44 haz been easy. 1

have managed to exchange ideas and discuss some oi the iitms with

1

111111
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4ome o.6 the othet ttaineez hete and thiz haz been genetatty hetp-

One eventual objective, of course, was the trainee's initiating of
ideas and craating of materials and procedures to carry them out.
Identifying other learning activities within the classroom was a start.

Anothet thing that I petzonatty ieet might make an intenezting
and wotthwhite tezzon ot zetiez oi activitiez iz teit and tight.
....In my epi4ode, I uzed a tutnip the chitdten have tazted be4ote,
with the gannet boatd ztoty "The Fatmet and the Tutnip". I atzo
uzed Donatd and Tommy becauze they'te two out oi the thtee who
don't tike to eat tutnipz. The tezt oi t,he chitdten witt eat
tutnipz aitet the ztoty.

Two letters from trainees summarize feelings expressed by many
during the course.

Dean Getty,

The wtitten matetiatz come in good time. We tead them ovet and
dizcuzz them with each othet a bit. "Thiz iz zomething that wowed
wotk. Let'z tty zome oi theze idea4. Out chitdten have att mazteted
thiz technique."

We tty out mozt o6 the thingz with the chitdten. We decide that
thiz iz what we witt do -- ot I zay thiz zeemz tike a good idea.
Then we wait, and wait, and wait. We iotget, ot pethapz by now don't
neatly cate. And zuddenty hete comez the iitm, with ot without the
Videocondet. I. it i4 with the Videocotdet, the note witt zay,
"Pteaze zee theze and tuzh them to next 4choot." But we have thtee
teachetz to zee it, each with a dii6etent zchedute, and detent
6tee time. We tuzh and move it atong. Then we tuzh and get out
Ttaining Unit on tape and hetp the next petzon to get theitz done.
Aitet it iz done, we temembet the thing4 that we had ptanned to do.
The chitdten who wete tatking tike tittte chattetboxez, have abzotutety
nothing to 4ay and the Facititatot iz teit chatteting to them zo that
thete witt not be big empty zpacez on the tape.

But it iz iun. Each oi uz ieetz that we have teatned a good cleat --
ezpeciatty not to begin with "Maty, woutd you tike to ..?" ot "O.K.?"

We get btight, uzeiut tittte notez itom "Getty and gang" and go
back and tead the matetiat again. Izn't it zutptizing how much mote
it meanz to uz the 4econd ot thiad time atound AFTER we have zent in
att o6 out zheetz and 1Sini4hed out tapez?" We zuddeny temembet how
to thtead the machine, and how to be zute that it iz on "ztop" be4ote
tanning it to "tewind" oa to "ptay".

And, oh, yez, WE ate atway4 "on zchedute." It iz the othet Aettow
that iz hotding up thingz, except pethapz the time we had it dating
the Thankzgiving hotiday4. ot juzt beiote Chtiztmaz, ot 4ome
othet time4!

Now "btiegy" with my tongue out oi my cheek, Thiz iz teatty
tea/ming. To have thingz when they can be uzed and in a mannet that
i4 inAtantty tubab.te, i4 wondetiut.

In hazte az uzuat,

Many Lopez
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Dean, Getty,

I am withdtawing 6tom the counse, and I want to (live you my
exptanations. I hope that some may be o6 hetp to you in the
iutune, dot I do think the pAognam hotds de6inite advantages dot
many teacheAs . . .

1. With so ma!ty demands on me as a tead teachet, I had to choose
between doing one o6 two jobs, (teaching and being tnained) and
doing it wett . . .

Att cq this I exptain to you 6ot this nea4on: l thene ate othet
Fottow Thnough teachens w4th whom you ake atso invotved, and
theit ptogtam and its demands ake simitan to auks, then I think
that this 4.6 too much to expect o4 teachens, to handte vintuatty
two expeAiments simuttaneousty, and achieve a degnee o6 excettence.

By the veny natune o.6 Fottow Thnough, f.t is a pnognam designed to
imptement new matekiats and innovative teaching techniques into the
ctassAoom. In othet wotds, its teachms ate atteady neceiving help
in imptoving theit teaching. And, most ptobabty, the teachens 6/tom
the cities we/Le chosen don theOL positions because they wene the
most pnognessive and open-minded.

Thus, it seems, the ,6ocus o-6 youn pnognam shoutd be the tnuty
&emote aneas, and the teatty tkaditionat teachens peopte who
need stimutation, encounagement, and ideas.

2. Once we had outtined ouA goats don the yean, I did not 0.et
that I coutd a6.6oAd the time to deviate 6nom auk cunnicutum and
teach tessons that had no Aeeevance to ones pneceded ot 6ottowed
by them. Atso, the tesons, I ,6eet, ane panticutany appnopniate
dot pte-schoot ptog/Lams, in whi.ch mone basic concepts ane intto-
duced, and in a ditHetent (to a degtee) insttuctionat situation.

3. Because I coutd not use the cnedit houns dot the counse, I

had to considen the othen advantage onty, that o6 evatuation o6
my teaching . .

4. We have had di66icutty_with the machines keeping them in
woAking otdek and keeping them avaitabte . . . dot the 6i6teen
teachens, who ane in . . . schoots, scattened oven the city. My
own 6eeting is that the machines atso take up much needed space in
oun atteady ctowded tooms, and that teachens ane most tikety to use
equipment that is in the ctasstoom constantty, nathen than that
which has to be shaned . .

I 6ett that I had to make a choice this yeak between devoting
6utt time to my position ot being sati,s4ied with tess than pen-
iection.

Sincenety,

Heten Whitebeat
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fROM TRAINERS

Institute staff who visited the training sites observed three

areas which were difficult for the trainees: 4mptementation of new

ideas on a continuing basis; hecognition of whether learners gained

from a particular activity; and daegation of responsibility to per-

form classroom tasks. These three areas could be restated as class-

room management, observational skills, and teacher/team (aide, cus-

todian, administrator, parent) relations.

Most of the trainees handled classes as whole groups for instruc-

tional activities; small group activity was generally free play.

Introducing inservice training procedures was a trial for these per-

sons who found it difficult to instruct small groups while managing

the activities of other learners. Providing numerous attractive
learning activities for learner choice while busy with jndividuals and

small groups was a new and difficult task. Thus, the several training
units provided within the course which encouraged small group instruc-

tion were difficult to implement on a continuing basis.

Also difficult for many trainees was the ability to recognize.if

and when a learner had performed an intended task. Teachers and aides

were often unable to focus on specific incidents of learning. Tied to

materials, procedures, and pupil control, trainees also found it

difficult to Zook and Zaten, observing individual indications of

accomplishment. T4me to teach was the cry while teachers spent much

time being distracted by preparing to teach.

Accompanying the trainees' generally failing to implement and

recognize was their ineptness in delegating tasks to others. Teachers

and aides found work more easily done by themselves. Team efforts, the

sharing of responsibility with other persons (ancillary, parents,

custodians, bus drivers) , was in practice because of program require-

ments rather than as the result of training programs which focused on

division of responsibility and teacher/team relations.

All three of these needs were identified from experiences of the
Institute staff with trainees in their respective local settings. They

are interrelated and could fall under the general category of admin-

istration (or management). The first - ,impeementation concerns

management of the physical setting and its objects (learning materials);

the second - tecognition - concerns management of learners, suggesting

that as individuals are known via continuing observation the classroom

may be continually redesigned to accommodate learner choices; and the

third - delegation - concerns management of instructional staff,

whatever their working title (administrator, nurse, paren, bus driver).

Similar observations of trainees were noted by staff at the Far

West Laboratory. Trained observers from this Regional Laboratory
visited classrooms in which Head Start Teachers were field testing

materials and procedures developed during the NDEA Teacher Training

Institute at Greeley.

PROJECTION

Trainee letters suggested Ehe iiapc;?:tant impact of the 1967-68

NDEA Title XI Institute:

1 have gained mme idea4 6tom the dilizie&ent epi4ode4 which
wiZe 4tten9then my cutticaum next yeat.
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The application of new methods and materials by trainees during
an extended period of this past year certainly promised a more lasting
effect. Such distributed practice insures longer retention of the
learned skills. This momentum E44eet is maximized, however, only when
teachers and aides learn that inservice training is most realistic and
beneficial when accommodated within the teaching day.

The taping ruins the day at zchoot. It puttz me pLom my
routine and makez me 4eet tike I'm takina zchoot time

pexzonat uze.

When considered as foreign and separate from the on-going instructional
responsibilities, inservice education has least chance of effecting
change. A tocat person such as a project director or curriculum
supervisor who has been identified as a training specialist should be
provided for continuing training on the job to all instructional staff.
Serving also as liaison with the contributing academic institution, the
local training specialist could distribute course contents and help
overcome logistical difficulties. Trainee comments summarize
difficulties which may have been due to lack of local trainers:

Keeping on zehedute iz haxd and nenvewitacking....I4 or/4
I could zee the 4i.em4 when I'm xeady 4ox them. I don't
atwayz have aceezz to xe4exeneez zinee thexe iz no taxaxy
etoze....It takez too tong OIL the mait to /Leach me....
Pximaxy pxobtem haz been avaitabitity o4 equipment....
Keeping on schedule is atmozt impozzibte!

Those centers which identified one local person to support our
remote training efforts were generally those where the most efficient
inservice program emerged, whether rural or urban. One rural center,
with such a leader, had non-trainees completing sixteen training units.
An urban center with a person assigned as a liaison to the Institute
staff had all fifteen trainees complete all training units.

Recognizing the value of a tocat liaison person (i.e., training
specialist) the Institute staff has submitted a proposal to develop
continuing inservice training programs which incorporate such insights
from this NDEA (Title XI) Institute during 1967-68. The proposal was
to extend training services under an Educational Personnel Development
Act grant.

Additional extension is possible in responding to the many requests
for assisting other academic institutions in the development of
alternative means of personnel training. Sharing this unique training
alternative with interested agencies is a responsibility we have
assumed.

Using this promising training process, the subject matter content
is limited only by the imagination of
the training specialist. Thus, a large
repertoire of teaching/learning strate- a 4
gies for a wide variety of learners
could be modeled and eventually mas-
tered by the teacher trainees. The 5subject matter in the sixteen units
used for this first venture into the
remote training and supervision of
teachers was sufficiently unique and
identifiable that evaluation of the
technique's effectiveness was facil-
itated. Ultimately, it would be
quite desirable to develop a library
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With Institute guidance, trainees set up
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could work independently.



of model film-clips and/or videotapes, such as those developed by
this Institute which would demonstrate how outstanding teachers in
different programs throughout the country manage various classroom
learning situations and their corollary critical incidents.

INSTITUTE STAFF

DIRECTOR, John Meieft, Ph.D., Director of the Institute for Child Study,
Associate Professor of Psychology and Associate Director of the New Nursery
School at Colorado State College. Meier originated the project, wrote the
precis and proposal, and negotiated the grant award document. Presently on

leave to the Rocky Mountain Educational Laboratory, he continued as part-time
director, consulting with Institute staff to assure the completion of con-
tracted tasks, including the preparation or required reports and design and
conduct of follow-up or continuation studies that may develop.

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, Genatd Btudenett, M.A., Associate Director of the
Institute for Child Study and Instructor of Education at Colorado State
College. Brudenell coordinated the various aspects of the Institute, such
as applicant screening, public relations, and general supervision of trainees.

He conducted seven on-site orientation sessions and maintained continuity of
contact with trainees through occasional on-site follow-up visits and
involvement in critiquing procedures.

CHIEF CONSULTANT, Gten Nimnicht, Ed.D., Program Director of In-service
Training at the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
Nimnicht and his associates at the Far West Laboratory aided in the develop-
ment of in-service units, the critical review of units to insure quality
control and the evaluation of the effectiveness of the program.

CURRICULUM WRITER, Oftatie Mukiee, M.A., Supervising Teacher at the New
Nursery School and Instructor of Education at Colorado State College. Mrs.

McAfee taught privileged preschool chirdren for several years and environ-
mentally deprived preschool children for the last four years. She modeled
many of the learning episodes and wrote and directed the filming of them all.
She also delineated the terminal behaviors for each unit which were an
integral part of each learning episode's critique.

'PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS. The following persons conducted lecture/seminar
sessions during the one-week Greeley orientation session and prepared video-
tapes for use during the on-site orientation sessions for those trainees who
did not attend the in-house session:
a. Richaftd PeAchtik Ed.D., Associate Professor of Policical Science,

has completed several published studies on the sociology of poverty.

b. Banbana. Miefze.y, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anthropology, has done
extensive research with deprived minority groups on the cultural aspects
of deprivation.

c. John. Meie.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology, is concerned with
child growth and development in deprived environments. Meier also con-
ducted telelectures with the trainees in their respective locations.

d. ()Italie McAie.e., M.A., Instructor of Education, presented classroom
procedures which have been demonstrated to be particularly effective with
disadvantaged children.

CHIEF CRITIQUER, Malty Tewk4buity, B.A., an experienced teacher who received
additional training from program staff. Mrs. Tewksbury was supervised for
reliability and validity in adhering to the specific lesson analysis pro-
cedures and criteria developed for each unit.
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SECRETARY Detonez &twat zky , B.A., accomplished numerous office duties

including correspondence with individual participants and the organizing and

mailing of the instructional packages.

Other teachers and aides were used to model many of the filmed learning

episodes to vary the teacher identificand throughout the units.

On-site camera and videocorder operators have been other teachers and aides,

job corps workers, bus drivers, parents and administrators whose tasks have

been transporting and operating the videotape equipment as well as scheduling

its use.



TRAINING UNIT I

Color Lotto:
Learning Episode A -
Learning Episode B -

*Learning Episode C -
Learning Episode D -

TRAINING UNIT II

APPENDIX A

TEACHER TRAINING UNITS

AND RELATED MATERIALS

*Episode Filmed
(16mm color sound)

Exploration and Experimentation
Visual Discrimination; "same color"
Saying Color Names
No Visual Clues; Names of colors only

Same as - Not the same as - Different from:
*Learning Episode A - "Same size as"
Learning Episode B - "Not the same size as"
Learning Episode C - "Different from (or than)"
Learning Episode D - "Same size as" and "Different from (or than)"

TRAINING UNIT III

Introduction - Self-Concept:
Learning Episode A - Where Oh Where is Dear Nemecio?
Learning Episode B - Mary Wore Her Red Dress

*Learning Episode C - Language Master - child sees name printed and hears name said
Learning Episode D - Language Yaster - child records name

TRAINING UNIT IV

Development of Senses
*Learning Episode A -
Learning Episode B -
Learning Episode C -
Learning Episode D -

TRAINING UNIT V

- Muscular Tactile:
Drawstring Bag
Feeling Materials
Objects in Box; child identify by touch
Alphabet Board

Introduction - Language Development:
Learning Episode A - Verbalization of Motor Activities, outdoors and in room
Learning Episode B - Pictures of child's activities to provide using certain words.

*Learning Episode C - Songs to Develop Language Skills, "Clap your hands so gaily"
Learning Episode D - Object in Box - Child names it or states function. Teacher

states attributes of object, child selects object and names
it. Teacher states function, or problem involving function
of an object, child is able to select the object from an
array and name it.

TRAINING UNIT VI

Concept Formation:
Learning Episode A -
Learning Episode B -

*Learning Episode C -
Learning Episode D -

Opposing or contrasting conditions (opposites)
Opposing or contrasting locations (opposites)
"Apple" - concrete, semi-concrete, abstract
Grouping
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TRAINING UNIT VII

Introduction - Counting and Number Concepts:
*....earning Episode A - Functional Counting
Learning Episode B - Cut Out Numerals
Learning Episode C Numberite Puzzle
Learning Episode D - One-to-one Relationship

TRAINING UNIT VIII

Senses and Perceptions:
Learning Episode A - Sound Cylinders
Learning Episode B - Listening for Sounds in Closet

*Learning Episode C - Color Memory Game
Learning Episode D - Smell and Taste

TRAINING UNIT IX

Introduction - Locational Words, such as, above, below, in front of, etc.:
*Learning Episode A - "Leo the Lion"
Learning Episode B Comprehensiou of words leading to the concept of relative

location or position
Learning Episode C - Child says words of relative location as he sees relationship

demonstrated
Learning Episode D - Extension of words through pictures

TRAINING UNIT X

Introduction - Problem Solving:
Learning Episode A - Patterns with concrete materials

*Learning Episode B - Puzzles with three dimensional patterns
Learning Episode C - Two dimensional puzzles to be worked with three dimensional

materials
Learning Episode D - Which piece is missing?

TRAINING UNIT XI

Introduction - Geometric Shapes:
Learning Episode A - Objects shaped like a circle

*Learning Episode B - Spot painting on circles folded into semi-circles
Learning Episode C - Associating Name and Shape
Learning Episode D - Experiences with objects shaped like a cirele, square,

triangle, and rectangle

TRAINING UNIT XII

Geometric Shapes and Colors:
Learning Episode A - Sorting and classifying according to specified attributes

*Learning Episode B - Which one doesn't belong in the group?
Learning Episode C - Labeling objects according to color and shape
Learning Episode D - Select objects according to color and shape

TRAINING UNIT XIII

Relational Concepts -
Learning Episode A

Relative Size:
- Size comparisons that arise in informal play

Learning Episode B - Long - longer - longest; short - shorter - shortest

*Learning Episode C - Tall - taller - tallest; short - shorter - shortest
Learning Episode D - Large - larger - largest; small - smaller - smallest
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TRAINING UNIT XIV

Problem Solving:
*Learning Episode A -
Learning Episode B -
Learning Episode C -
Learning Episode D

TRAINING UNIT XV

ABC Elimination - Chalkboard
Guess What's in the Package?
Use of Books for Problem Solving
Finishing a Story

Color, Shape, and Size:
*Learning Episode A - String Shapes on Floor
Learning Episode B - Twister Game
Learning Episode C - Attribute Blocks
Learning Episode D - ''Which piece is missing?" with geometric shapes and size

TRAINING UNIT XVI

Combine Color, Shape, Size, Space Relationships:
Learning Episode A - Counting with color, shape, and size
Learning Episode B - Overhead projector with shapes
*Learning Episode C - Triangle, circle, and rectangle plus color and size, on

floor (felt pieces)
Learning Episode D - Suggestions for extension

Related Materials

Critiquer's Manual
With suggested critiquing instruments and film viewing procedures.

Films

Remote Training of Early Childhood Educators, a filmed supplement to this report
of the NDEA Title XI Institute. 16mm color sound, 29 minutes.

Introduction to the New Nursery School, a comprehensive review of one program for
young children in action. 16mm color sound, 27 minutes.

Book

Nimnicht, G., McAfee, O., Meier, J., The New Nursery School, New York: General
Learning Corporation, 1969.
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APPEND IX B

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

In addition to training units being distributed to each trainee and area

administrator, materials written by Institute staff and others were sent when

appropriate. These included books which were sent in small quantities to each

center to add to the professional library.

Each trainee received these items:

Training Unit: Title:

Equipment List

II Simple Concept Formation
Classroom Procedures

Dress-Up Area

VI The Concept Formation Area
Concept Formation Based on Food
How to construct a Learning Episode

VII Suggested Reading for NDEA Participants
Published Materials on the New Nursery School

IX Greeley's New Niarsery School
Supplementary Equipment List

XI Classroom Management and Control

Each area also received small quantities of the following titles;

Mager, Robert. Preparing Instructional Ob'ectives, Palo Alto:
Fearon, 1962.

Featherstone, Joseph. "The Primary School Revolution in Britain," in
New Republic,, (August 10, September 2, 9, 1967).

Meier, John. "Innovations in Assessing the Disadvantaged Child's Potential,"
in Disadvantaged Child, Vol. 1, edited by Jerome Hellmuth, Seattle:
Special Child Publications, 1967, pp. 173-199.

Meier, John. "Rationale for and Application of Microtraining to Improve
Teaching," in Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. XIX: No: 2,
(Summer, 1968).
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